Kindergarten

Adding
Cat and Dog, The Super Shack-Kimberlee Graves
Domino Addition-Lynette Long
Five Creatures-Emily Jenkins
How Many Legs?-Kristine Lalley
Little 1-Ann and Paul Rand
Monster Math Picnic-Grace MacCarone
Rooster Off to See the World-Eric Carle

Calendars
All Through the Week with Cat and Dog-Rozanne Lanczak Williams

Comparing Amounts
Just Enough Carrots-Stuart Murphy
Planting a Rainbow-Lois Ehlert

Comparing Sizes
The Best Bug Parade-Stuart Murphy
Is It Larger? Is It Smaller?-Tana Hoban
Cat and Dog Go Shopping-Rosa Drew
Pretzel-Margaret Rey
Which Holds More?-Eliza Robbins
Who’s Short? Who’s Tall?-Kailee Herbst

Comparing Weights
Mighty Maddie-Stuart Murphy
Heavy and Light-Joan Chapman

Counting
Christmas for 10-Cathryn Fakwell
Count the Animals-Terry O-Brady
Counting at the Zoo-Laurie Chilek
Dinner at the Panda Palace-Stephanie Calmenson
Feast for 10-Cathryn Falwell
Every Buddy Counts- Stuart Murphy
Fish Eyes: A Book You Can Count On-Lois Ehlert
How Many Feet in the Bed?-Diane Johnston Hamm
Let’s Count it Out Jesse Bear-Nancy White Carlson
One Moose, Twenty Mice-Clare Beaton
Ten, Nine, Eight-Molly Bang
Splash-Ann Jonas
Splash! A Counting Book of Penguins-Jonathan Chester
Ten Black Dots-Donald Crew

Counting by 2s, 3s, 4s, 5s and 10’s
Leaping Lizards- Stuart Murphy
The Skip Count Song-Rozanne Lanczak

Counting On
Jack the Builder- Stuart Murphy

Data Collecting
The Best Vacation Ever- Stuart Murphy

Directions
The Secret Birthday Message-Eric Carle

Dividing
One for Me, One for You-C.C. Cameron

Doubling Numbers
Double the Ducks- Stuart Murphy

Graphs
Just Graph It-Sandi Hill
We Can Make Graphs-Rozanne Lanczak

Matching
A Pair of Socks- Stuart Murphy
Caps for Sale-Esphyr Slobodkina
Seaweed Soup- Stuart Murphy

Measurement
Inch by Inch-Leo Lionni
Measuring Penny-Loreen Leedy

Money
Monster Money-Grace Maccarone

Number Order
Me First-Helen Lester
Numbers-Richard Allington
One...Two...Three...Sassafras- Stuart Murphy
The Robbers Five or Is It Six?-Maria Van Eeden

Numbers 1-100
100th Day Worries-Margary Cuyler
Miss Bindergarten Celebrates the 100th Day-Joseph Slate
Numbers in Our World-Rachel Griffiths
Spiders, Spiders Everywhere-Rozanne Lanczak Williams

Patterns
Pattern Bugs-Trudy Harris
Beep, Beep, Vroom, Vroom- Stuart Murphy
Mr. Noisy’s Book of Patterns-Lanczak Williams

Sequencing
Growing Vegetable Soup-Lois Ehlert
Rabbit’s Pajama Party- Stuart Murphy

**Shapes**
Circus Shapes- Stuart Murphy
Color Zoo-Lois Ehlert
I See Shapes-Marcia Fries
Shape Spotters-Megan E. Bryant
Signs on the Road-Autumn Leigh
What is a Triangle?-Rebecca Kai Dotlich
What is Round?-Rebecca Kai Dotlich
What is Square?-Rebecca Kai Dotlich

**Sorting**
3 Little Firefighters- Stuart Murphy
Collecting Things is Fun!-Kimberlee Graves
Cat Show-Jane Harvey
How Many Leaves-National Geographic
What’s In My Pocket?-Rozanne Lanczek Williams

**Subtracting**
Five Little Ducks-Pamela Paperone
Five Little Monkeys Sitting in a Tree-Eileen Christelow
Elevator Magic- Stuart Murphy
Who Took the Cookies from the Cookie Jar?-Rozanne Lanczak Williams

**Subtracting One**
Monster Musical Chairs- Stuart Murphy

**Time**
Lots of Clocks-Kaliee Herbst
My First Book of Time-Claire Llewellyn
It’s About Time- Stuart Murphy